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Agenda

• Welcome/introductions
• Modernization of a UCOP Key Report Using Tableau – UC Time to Doctorate - Chris Furgiuele
• One Useful Design Practice – Collapsing Views of a Dashboard – Ryan Chan
• Viz of the month – UC Trained Health Professionals in California – Zachary Bleemer
• Feedback on a Viz in Development – Research Sponsor Maps – Darin Jensen
• Q & A
Report Modernization

https://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/infocenter/time-to-doctorate

The study uses Elapsed Time and Registered Time as two main measures of time-to-doctorate. Elapsed time-to-doctorate (ETD) represents the total elapsed time starting from entry into a graduate program to doctoral degree completion, with leaves of absence or other enrollment lapses counting toward the ETD. Registered time-to-doctorate (RTD) is defined as the total time in which the student was formally registered in graduate study at the campus. The RTD does not count enrollment lapses toward the completion time.
Best Practice
Collapsing Views in a Dashboard

• Example:
  https://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/information/degrees-awarded-data

• How to:
  http://kb.tableausoftware.com/articles/knowledgebase/creating-sheet-selector-for-dashboard/
Viz of the Month
UC Trained Professionals in California

https://www.universityofcalifornia.edu/infocenter/uc-health
“Tell us what you think!”
Viz for Feedback

https://qa.visualizedata.ucop.edu/#/site/Public/views/sponsor_maps/Sponsors?iid=1